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Pull the top of the grille forward and reach down 
behind the grille and locate the lower retaining 
tabs. Push the tabs towards the center of the car 
and the upper grille will release from the bumper 
cover.

. Align the mesh section onto the back of the upper 
grille mesh surround. 

. Trim the ends off and install the supplied #8-32 x 
1” black cap plugs over the four (4) lower studs on
the upper grille surround, making sure that several 
threads protrude from the trimmed plug.
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. Cut out and align the upper hole location tem
plate and align it onto the factory upper grille pre-
viously removed.  Use an awl or similar pointed 
tool to mark the hole locations onto the factory 
grille (both sides).
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. Use a 1/4” drill bit to drill through the marks made 
in the previous step. Align the mesh surround and 
press on the center four (4) studs to mark the fac-
tory grille, then drill 1/4” holes for the center studs
(not shown). 
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Apply masking tape around the bottom grille 
opening and across the bottom of the upper facto
ry grille. 

. Open the hood and remove the factory fasteners 
from across the top of the upper grille.
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IMPORTANT: 
WILL NOT FIT “COUNTRYMAN”

MODELS

STEEL MESH
& GRILLE CAN  BE  EXTREMELY  SHARP!



. Carefully align and install the lower mesh grille into
place, and install the supplied small black plastic 
washer and the #8-32 ESNA half nut onto the 
center mounting stud and hand tighten. Access to 
the stud is achieved by reaching down from the 
top. 

. Use a 1/16” drill bit to drill through the centers of 
the mounting hole locations, then install the sup-
plied 3/4” black countersunk phillips screws. Before
final tightening, remove any masking tape that 
could get caught behind the grille surround. Finish
tightening the center ESNA half nut.
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. Carefully install the supplied double faced tape to 
the back of the lower grille surround.

. Peel off the tape backing and align the lower mesh
section, making sure the cut outs in the mesh align
with the mounting studs. Press the mesh firmly 
into place one it is properly aligned.

. Install the small black plastic washers and the #8-
32 ESNA half nuts onto each stud and tighten until
snug. or you will indent 
the surround at the stud locations!
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Carefully peel off the protective backing from the 
polished stainless steel surrounds. Use a soft, clean
cloth and a mild solvent to remove any glue 
residue from the protective backing, then use alco-
hol or glass cleaner to remove any solvent residue.

. Once the lower grille is installed, realign the 
assembled factory grille and reinstall it onto the car,
making sure the lower tabs snap into the bumper 
cover and the upper fasteners are reinstalled.
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. Once the push fastener is removed, tape around 
the edge of the hood scoop insert and insert a 
plastic pry tool to lift the edges of the insert up to 
release the mounting clips.

. Remove the screws retaining the factory scoop 
insert and align the mesh section over top of the 
insert.

Reinstall the mesh and factory scoop insert back 
into place, reinstalling the factory screws.
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. Remove the center push fastener located under-
neath the center of the factory hood scoop insert.
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Once the mesh insert has been installed, reverse 
the removal procedure to reinstall the hood scoop 
insert.

. Carefully tape around the factory mesh insert on 
the rear bumper cover to protect the paint.

. Measure over from the corner of the bumper/wheel
flare trim 27.5” and mark the center of the bumper
cover. Once the center is marked, measure over 
13-1/6” to each side and mark the bumper cover.
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. Align the rear mesh surround over the honeycomb
insert, making sure the studs fit into the holes 
drilled in the previous step. Press the surround 
firmly enough to indent the honeycomb section at 
the outer stud locations and remove the surround. 
Use a 1/4” drill bit to drill through the marks made 
with the mounting studs.

. Bend the upper mounting pins on the surround 
back at a 45 degree angle. Apply flat or semi-gloss 
black paint to the mounting pins. This will help 
conceal the pins and keep the top edge of the sur-
round tight against the bumper cover once 
installed.

From underneath the rear bumper, install a small 
black plastic washer and a #8-32 ESNA half nut 
onto each mounting stud and tighten. 

or you will indent the rear mesh 
surround at the stud locations.
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. Carefully mark and drill the bumper insert at the 
centers of the honeycomb grid where shown with 
a 1/4” drill bit. Make sure you slot the holes from 
side to side for additional stud clearance. Counting
the center honeycomb as no.1, count over and 
mark no. 8, 13 and 18. These will be the honey
comb sections you drill through for the lower
mounting studs.

. Measure back from the radiused edge of the 
bumper cover 9/16” and drill 1/8” diameter upper 
mounting holes for the rear retaining pins.
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Carefully peel off the protective backing from the 
polished stainless steel surrounds. Use a soft, clean
cloth and a mild solvent to remove any glue 
residue from the protective backing, then use alco-
hol or glass cleaner to remove any solvent 
residue.  
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E&G GRILLES BILLET GRILLES

http://www.carid.com/billet-grilles.html
http://www.carid.com/eg-classics/

